
Vocabulary Matching

Drought
Prolonged times of lacking
precipitation that lead to
dry ground, shallow water
bodies, and difficulty for

plant growth

Soil Erosion
Loss of upper layer of soil
due to activity of erosive
agents like water, air,
animals & humans.
Extreme precipitation
increases soil Erosion.

Flood
The result of extra water
submerging and standing

atop ground that is
normally dry.

This may result in
drowning of plants or
blockage of roadways.
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Extreme Weather
Weather events that

produce extreme outcomes;
these include tornadoes,
hurricanes, floods, dust
storms, blizzards, and ice

storms

These events may occur
more frequently with
changes in climate

Finite Resource Items that humans utilize
quicker than can be
reproduced or have natural
limitation

Some examples: clean
water, carbon- based fuels
(oil & gasoline), & timber

Urban Area

A well-developed region
that includes the area

surrounding a city and the
city itself
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Urbanization

The process by which a
large number of people
become permanently

concentrated in small areas

Urban Heat Island

An urban area that is
significantly warmer than
the surrounding areas due

to human activities

Infrastructure

The facilities, services and
installations needed for the

functioning of the
community
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Irrigation

Artificial application of
water to fields to help with

crop growth

Groundwater

Water found underground
beneath the land surface in

a saturated zone.

Greenhouse
Gasses

Gasses in the atmosphere
that trap solar energy and
cause global warming. It
includes Carbon dioxide,
Methane, water vapor,
Nitrous oxide and

Chlorofluorocarbons(CFC)
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Weather

Atmospheric conditions at
a specific time and place;
dependent on temperature,

humidity, wind, &
precipitation

Climate
Long term (30 year)

average weather conditions
for a particular region

Renewable
Resource Resources that never

depletes upon their
continuous use. Examples:
wind energy, solar energy
and geothermal energy.

Temperature
Anomaly Deviation from long term

average temperature. It can
be positive if temperature is
warmer and negative if
temperature cooler in
reference to long term

average.
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Heat Mitigation
Modifications to urban
characteristics and

behaviors made with the
objective to reduce urban
temperatures where they
pose a negative impact

Urban Climate

Any set of climatic
conditions that prevails
in a large urban area
and that differs from
the climate of its
surroundings

Carbon Dioxide an important heat-trapping
gas, or greenhouse gas, that
comes from the extraction
and burning of fossil fuels

(such as coal, oil, and natural
gas), from wildfires, and from

natural processes like
volcanic eruptions.

https://www.britannica.com/topic/metropolitan-area
https://www.britannica.com/science/climate-meteorology
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Methane A greenhouse gas that is 4
times as potent as CO2.

Sources include landfills, oil
and natural gas systems,
agricultural activities, coal

mining, stationary and mobile
combustion, wastewater
treatment, and certain
industrial processes

Emissions the production and discharge
of something, especially gas or

radiation

Sea-Level Rise the average increase in the
water level of the Earth's

oceans.

Global Average
Temperature

An estimate of
Earth's mean
surface air
temperature

averaged over the
entire planet.
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IPCC Intergovernmental
Panel on Climate

Change

PPM Parts per million

Mitigation the action of reducing the
severity, seriousness, or

painfulness of something.

Milankovitch Cycles Changes in the
planetary

movement that
affects climate
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Climate Driven
Housing
Displacement

When people are removed
from their homes due to

rising cost of insurance, rising
sea levels, wild fires and

other climate related natural
disasters

Crop Yield a standard measurement of
the amount of agricultural

production harvested—yield of
a crop—per unit of land area.


